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Me 



University of Colorado 
Office of University Controller 

Also known as The OUC. 
 
We are part of CU System Administration.   There are controllers on each  
of the Campuses as well. 

My Department 



Presently focused on establishing a foundation of operational on-demand 
financial reports.   1000 active users on the campuses now with potential 
of over 5000. 

Two of us in the OUC are creating this Cognos content using Report 
Studio.  Our focus will change in the Fall when we turn our attention to 
Query Studio.  Then the context of tuning will be different. 

CU Finance is PeopleSoft 8.x  Rather than sourcing Cognos reports directly 
from PeopleSoft, we source from data warehouse tables populated by 
nightly ETL.  Our name for this data subject area in the data warehouse is 
CIW GL. 

What We Are Doing 



Oracle 11.2 database. 
 
Cognos 10.1.0. 
 
Think of this presentation as a case study - what is working for us at CU given the 
way our database is designed and our current focus on Report Studio.   
 
This presentation covers: 
 
1. Our database’s design principles. 
2. Techniques we have devised for exploiting  them with Cognos Report Studio. 



Design of CIW GL 

Ralph Kimball Data Warehouse Lifecycle Toolkit 
Dimensional Model 

 

Adherence to Kimball design principles: 

• Star Schema – Fact and Dimension tables 

• Aggregate Navigation 



Design of CIW GL 

Ralph Kimball Data Warehouse Lifecycle Toolkit 
Dimensional Model 

 

Deviation from Kimball design principles: 

• Production Keys (not surrogate keys)  

• Effective Dated Dimensions 



Design of CIW GL 

Ralph Kimball Data Warehouse Lifecycle Toolkit 
Dimensional Model 

 

We adhere or deviate from Kimball, depending 
on how you interpret Kimball, in how we do: 

• Trees 



Star Schema 



Star Schema 

• Fact table is GL_JOURNAL_DETAIL_LINES 

• 156 million rows. 

• Roughly 12 million rows per Fiscal Year. 

• FY 2000 thru 2012.  We just keep adding on. 

• Example dimensions: 
– FUND (10 -- GENERAL, 30 -- SPONSORED PROJECTS- FED & PRIV) 

– ORG (10324 -- CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENGIN) 

– PROGRAM (14030 -- CHEMICAL ENGINEERING) 

– PROJECT (1546459 -- FAST REGENERABLE ZEO) 

 



Aggregate Navigation 
 

Summary query against Fact table is redirected to secret internal summary table when possible. 
 

This query …  

 

select fiscal_year, count(*)  

from artemis.gl_journal_detail_LINES 

group by fiscal_year 

; 

… effectively becomes this, 
behind the scenes. 

 

select fiscal_year, count(*)  

from artemis.gl_journal_detail_MV 

group by fiscal_year 

; 

 This is accomplished with Oracle Query Rewrite.  In Oracle jargon, the MV table is 
known as a materialized view.   

We created the MV table.  One part of our nightly ETL process populates it.  It is an 
intermediate level of summary, not as highly summarized we are requesting here, but 
Oracle is smart enough to know it will be faster for answering this high level summary 
SQL. 



Aggregate Navigation 
 
 
 

Cognos is unaware that the MV table exists.  



Production Keys 

• Kimball implores his readers to use surrogate 
keys but we do not. 

• This allows us the option to filter directly on 
the fact table if we have a production value in 
hand, such as project ID 1546459.  Our users 
know these codes and frequently use them. 

 



Effective Dated Dimensions 

• Kimball specifies Type I, Type II, or Type III 
dimensions. 

• Instead, in many of our dimensions we use the 
PeopleSoft concept of effective dating. 

• Technically, this makes the fact-to-dimension 
relationship many-to-many. 

• We make it many-to-one on the fly in our 
queries by putting limits on the dates. 

 



Effective Dated Dimensions 

Example:  GL_PROJ_TBL dimension.  The fact-to-
dimension join is on PROJ_ID but the dimension 
primary key also includes an effective date. 



Effective Dated Dimensions 

GL_PROJ_TBL rows: 

Effective 10-dec-2010 the project’s AWARD TYPE became K01. 

If you have ever worked with PeopleSoft you know this results in grotesque SQL 
to filter for desired rows.  PeopleSoft programmers talk about max effective 
date logic in their queries.  The technical term for it is a correlated subquery. 

PROJ     PROJ                                                    PROJ 

ID       EFFECTIVE DATE                   PROJ DESC              AWARD TYPE 

 

1546459  15-nov-2010                      FAST REGENERABLE ZEO   K02 

1546459  10-dec-2010                      FAST REGENERABLE ZEO   K01 



Effective Dated Dimensions 

We compute an expiration date in our ETL, so that correlated subqueries are 
not required. 

PROJ     PROJ            PROJ                                    PROJ 

ID       EFFECTIVE DATE  EXPIRATION DATE  PROJ DESC              AWARD TYPE 

 

1546459  15-nov-2010     10-dec-2010      FAST REGENERABLE ZEO   K02 

1546459  10-dec-2010     09-sep-3999      FAST REGENERABLE ZEO   K01 

select *  
from ARTEMIS.GL_PROJ_TBL  
where PROJ_EFFECTIVE_DATE <= 01-JAN-2011 
and PROJ_EXPIRATION_DATE > 01-JAN-2011 

To get the rows in effect on 01-JAN-2011, we query like this: 

Date limit pair. 



Effective Dated Dimensions 

In 2007 Kimball University acknowledged this 
kind of strategy for dimensions, but advised 
using it sparingly, rather than going crazy with 
it like we have: 

 
http://www.kimballgroup.com/html/articles_search/articles2007/07012IE.html?articleID=204800027 



Trees 

• GL_ACCT_ROLLUP_TREE 
– Levels of the hierarchy are dimension attributes of 

specific account codes.  I call this column levels.  
Join to fact table on ACCT_CODE. 

– Easy for putting subtotal lines into report or for 
overall aggregation:  “Give me a level04 summary 
of expenditures” means simply group by the 
level04 column. 



Trees 
Just some sample data for you to see the GL_ACCT_ROLLUP_TREE dimension. 



Trees 

• GL_ORG_ROLLUP_TREE 
– Our hierarchy of departments modeled as a 

column levels dimension. 

• GL_ORG_TREE 
– Transposed so that each level in the hierarchy is a 

row instead of a column.  This is close to, but not 
exactly, Kimball’s Navigation Bridge Table 
technique for hierarchies. 



Additional Database Design Decisions 
We Made 

1. Bitmap index like crazy. 
– pretty much all indexes except primary keys we 

bitmap.  We’ve been doing this since day one.  It is 
great.  Bitmap indexes can combine (aka. merge). 

2. Partition the fact table, and the MV.   
– We choose to partition by FISCAL YEAR and 

ACCOUNTING PERIOD, mostly to make bulk 
loading feasible.  It turns out that queries limiting 
by these elements can be partition pruned by the 
Oracle optimizer. 



Additional Database Design Decisions 
We Made 

3. star_transformation_enabled 

– With this, Oracle can exploit the bitmap indexes on 
the fact table columns, combining them so that only 
the relevant fact rows are retrieved. 

– Kicks in if you are limiting on more than one 
dimension table. 

– Because of problems in earlier versions of Oracle, we 
are at star_transformation_enabled=temp_disable.  I 
think we could go ahead now with =true instead, but 
haven’t spent the time on it. 



Tuning Reports 

1. While developing, generate the SQL and then 
Explain Plan in a tool like Toad or Oracle SQL 
Developer. 

2. Based on knowledge of the data and CIW GL 
design, look for expected good stuff in the 
plan. 

3. If not good, refactor the query object to get 
alternate SQL that might work better. 

4. I don’t wait until the end to tune. 



Tuning Reports – Aggregate Navigation 

Because we have a transaction schema fact table instead of a snapshot schema 
fact table we often use case statements to transpose different kinds of dollar 
amounts into separate report columns. 

case 
when [ciw].[JOURNAL DETAIL LINES].[BAE CODE] starts with 'B' 
then [ciw].[JOURNAL DETAIL LINES].[DOLLAR AMT] 
else null 
end AS BUDGET AMT 
 
case 
when [ciw].[JOURNAL DETAIL LINES].[BAE CODE] = 'ACTUALS' 
then [ciw].[JOURNAL DETAIL LINES].[DOLLAR AMT] 
else null 
end AS ACTUALS AMT 



Tuning Reports – Aggregate Navigation 



Tuning Reports – Aggregate Navigation 



Tuning Reports – Aggregate Navigation 



Tuning Reports – Aggregate Navigation 



Tuning Reports – Bitmap Indexed Access 

Nice.  Oracle is using our bitmap index on the MV on DEPT_ID.  We have 
thousands of departments, so this is highly selective.  In explain plans, the 
Access Predicates indicate how the data will be fetched. 



Tuning Reports – Partitioned Access 

Nice.  Oracle is iterating over a range of our fact table partitions, only those 
partitions in FISCAL YEAR 2012.  If instead it felt compelled to look at all of the 
partitions, we would not see the words PARTITION RANGE ITERATOR here. 



Tuning Reports 
In a perfect world we would model our nice star and turn developers loose on it in 

Cognos.  It would work just as I have demonstrated. 



Tuning Reports 

It is not a perfect world. 



Tuning Reports 

It is not a perfect world. 

 

Our reports get more complicated and the 
Oracle optimizer sometimes doesn’t make 
these nice choices when we know it really 

could. 

 

Here are refactoring techniques we use to get 
the optimizer back onto a good plan. 



Tuning Reports – Two-Layer Query 

Keep the bottom layer a straightforward 
summary.  Put the transpositions and other 
calculations in the top layer. 



Query 2 is the bottom layer.  Detail filters are same as before.  
Data items have no calculations, they simply were dragged in 
from the model.  BAE_CODE included because we need that in 
the layer above to do the transpose. 

Tuning Reports – Two-Layer Query 



Query 3 is the top layer.  It is built entirely from Query 2. 

Tuning Reports – Two-Layer Query 



Here is Query3’s BUDGET AMT transpose calculation. 

Tuning Reports – Two-Layer Query 



Take the top level SQL (Query 3) to your Explain Plan tool and confirm that 
Oracle chooses the MV. 

Tuning Reports – Two-Layer Query 



Sometimes when we ask for ?FY? and ?FY? – 1 (for a report that compares Fiscal 
Years) Oracle fails to go to the MV.  In the CIW database FISCAL YEAR is char(4) so we 
cast that exact data type (not varchar(4)).  The 1999 is just a default value, necessary 
merely to get this syntax to work. 

Tuning Reports – Cast 

Cast Fiscal Year – 1 

[ciw].[JOURNAL DETAIL LINES].[FISCAL YEAR] = ?FY? 
or 
[ciw].[JOURNAL DETAIL LINES].[FISCAL YEAR] = ?FY? -1 
 
Change to a cast function: 
 
[ciw].[JOURNAL DETAIL LINES].[FISCAL YEAR] = ?FY? 
or 
[ciw].[JOURNAL DETAIL LINES].[FISCAL YEAR] =  
   cast(#prompt (‘FY’,’token’,’1999’)# -1 as char(4)) 



Tuning Reports – Cast 
 
[ciw].[JOURNAL DETAIL LINES].[FISCAL YEAR] = ?FY? 
or 
[ciw].[JOURNAL DETAIL LINES].[FISCAL YEAR] =  
  cast(#prompt('FY','token',‘1999')# -1 as char(4)) 

where ("GL_JOURNAL_DETAIL_LINES"."FISCAL_YEAR"='2012' or 
"GL_JOURNAL_DETAIL_LINES"."FISCAL_YEAR"=CAST( 2011 AS CHAR( 4 ) ))  

Here is the Cognos generated SQL.  I supplied 2012 when it prompted me for FY.  Even 
though it is outside of the sharp signs, the -1 computation that  derives the value 2011 
is done by the Cognos SQL generation: 



Tuning Reports – Controlling Star 
Transformation 

 
We settled on star transformation because it works well for reports where users 
might ask for either 
 

1. A high level node in the org tree (lots of departments)  and a narrow range 
of account codes. 
 

2. A low level node in the org tree and a rather wide range of account codes. 
 

Either way, the bitmap indexes combine to get only the needed fact rows.  This is 
good. 

 



Tuning Reports – Controlling Star 
Transformation 

Star transformation is harder to see in plans.  With a bit of practice, however, 
you’ll be able to spot it in seconds.  If you are running  
 
star_transformation_enabled=true  
 
and see temporary tables in the plan, it probably has occurred.  To be sure, or if 
you are running  
 
star_transformation_enabled=temp_disable,  
 
look for more than one bitmap index used on the fact table when your limits in 
Cognos  were set on the dimension tables, not the fact table. 



Tuning Reports – Controlling Star 
Transformation 

This is good star transformation: 



Tuning Reports – Controlling Star 
Transformation 

But in other reports with a bunch of effective dated dimensions having nothing 
but the date limit pairs set, Oracle sometimes thinks we have a wonderful case 
for star transformation when actually it does not work that well.  The date limit 
pairs are not really narrowing down the distinct values to be joined to the fact 
table. 
 
My intuition is that star transformation still should be decent in these cases, but 
there seems to be some threshold of combining bitmaps where Oracle somehow 
backfires and actually takes a long time (many minutes). 
 
Don’t get me wrong.  Star transformation can be amazing.  But it is not perfect.  
Maybe we need better stats gathered our tables but I have tried histograms and 
higher stats percentages and stuff like that.  No luck. 



Tuning Reports – Controlling Star 
Transformation 

Nothing but 
date limit pair. 

Nothing but 
date limit pair. 

Nothing but 
date limit pair. 

Date limit pair 
and our “real” 
limit , say, for a 
DEPT_ID. 



Tuning Reports – Controlling Star 
Transformation 

So most of the time we are digging life when star transformation kicks in.  But if 
you get a peculiar case where you think maybe it is actually slowing things down, 
like we sometimes get with the effective dating situation, issue this in your SQL 
tool session.  Your plan will not star transform.  See if the sql runs faster: 
 
alter session set star_transformation_enabled=false; 
 
If this helped rather than hindered performance in your SQL tool, the easiest 
thing to try is Use SQL Parameters -> Marker on the query in Cognos.  If it 
actually does generate SQL with bind variables then star transformation will not 
kick in.  Oracle does not star transform bind variable SQL. 



Tuning Reports – Controlling Star 
Transformation 

 
If it Marker has no effect and you still get SQL that has no bind variables, then 
you can try this next trick.  It is a compromise, but depending on your 
circumstances it might work just fine… 



Tuning Reports – Controlling Star 
Transformation 

 
If you can settle for one fact table index that always would be appropriate to 
use, create a two-layer query, set a limit on the bottom layer on the dimension 
table that corresponds to this index, and set the other needed limits on the top 
layer. 
 
We find that Oracle will use the bottom layer index for fetching data, and simply 
use the limits on the top layer for subsequent filtering.  When this works you see 
the top layer filters as filter predicates rather than access predicates in the plan. 
 
As we did with BAE_CODE in the earlier two-layer example, pass columns along 
to the top layer that you will need there – this time for filtering instead of 
calculations. 
 
When we do this for effective dated dimensions we are Cartesianing at the 
bottom layer and then cleaning it up at the top layer. 



Tuning Reports – Org Tree In-Line View 

 
Both alternatives for Org tree are in our Cognos model.  We usually use the 
GL_ORG_TREE for limits. If we find that the modeled relationship results in slow 
performing SQL, we can try using it in an in-line view instead. 
 
Create a simple query that returns the DEPT ID’s from the tree for the user 
supplied code. 
 
ORGTREE_INLINE_QUERY: 

[ciw].[JOURNAL DETAIL LINES].[DEPT_ID] in ([ORGTREE_INLINE_QUERY].[DEPT ID]) 

Then in the main query, construct a filter like this.  Cognos will generate in-
line view SQL: 



Tuning Reports – Org Tree In-Line View 

 
ORGTREE_INLINE_QUERY 
returns  a list like this for 
?DEPTID? = ‘S0009’ 
 
Cognos does not format this 
as CSV and plop it into the 
main query. 



Tuning Reports – Org Tree In-Line View 
 
 Instead, Cognos generates in-line view sql: 

select … 
from …,  
"ARTEMIS"."GL_JOURNAL_DETAIL_LINES" "GL_JOURNAL_DETAIL_LINES" 

 where "GL_JOURNAL_DETAIL_LINES"."DEPT_ID" in ( 
select "GL_ORG_TREE"."DEPT_ID" "DEPT_ID" 
 from "ARTEMIS"."GL_ORG_TREE" "GL_ORG_TREE" 
 where "GL_ORG_TREE"."DEPTTREE_EFFECTIVE_DATE"<=TIMESTAMP '2012-03-01 
00:00:00.000000000' and "GL_ORG_TREE"."DEPTTREE_EXPIRATION_DATE">TIMESTAMP '2012-

03-01 00:00:00.000000000' and "GL_ORG_TREE"."DEPTTREE_CODE"='S0009')  

and … 



Tuning Reports – Recap 
 
Generate Cognos SQL and do Explain Plan in an SQL development tool. 
 
If the SQL is slow and the plan is not taking advantage of the CIW’s design 
features, we try: 
 
1. Two-layer query for calculations 
2. Cast for prior FY 
3. SQL Parameters -> Marker for backfiring star transformation 
4. Two-layer query for limits for backfiring star transformation 
5. In-line view for Org Tree limits 

 
 



 
Features I would like to see in Cognos: 
 
• Use SQL Parameters -> Marker  

 
Make this work all the time – always result in bind variables. 
 
 

• In-line view 
 
Make a way to optionally specify that this generate a csv list.   So Oracle sees 
SQL like this:  DEPT_ID in (‘50021’,’50022’,’50023’,’50024’, … ) 
 
Support composites, either as csv or as in-line view.  Example here shown as csv:  
(DEPT_ID,PROJ_ID) in (‘50021’,’1546459’,’50021’,’1546490’,’50022’,’1546400’, … ) 

 


